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We are very glad to announce the immediate availability of RMCommon Utilities and 
MyWords (Alpha Releases) for Xoops 2.4

RMCommon is a module that contains several utilities for new modules developmente,
including:

New advanced editors
New form fields very easy to use
Perfectly integrated with Xoops
New comments system to include comments quickly and easier than ever.
Advanced image management
New graphical appearance for Admin GUI
Support for plugins that can integrate with all system
much more...

You can download RMCommon Utilities from here.

MyWords is an advanced module to manage blogs with a lot of new features that improves its
functionallity. The articles management is easier than its predecessor and we had added new
features and improved the module GUI.

MyWords also offers a new support for friendly URLs (with htaccess files) that allows you to
specify where the module will response to queries by configuring a single configuration option in
the module preferences and by adding a few lines to your htaccess file.

Important: MyWords requires that RMCommon had been installed before to use or install it.

Please, note that both modules are in Alpha status and it is not recommended to use them in a
production environment.

New features and functionallity are still being planned for a near future. We will keep you
posted.

Download:

RMCommon Utilities
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http://code.google.com/p/bitcero-modules/downloads/list?q=label:RMCommon
http://code.google.com/p/bitcero-modules/downloads/list?q=label:RMCommon
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MyWords

Plugins for RMCommon Utitilies:

* Akismet plugin
* Gravatar plugin
* Recaptcha plugin

http://code.google.com/p/bitcero-modules/downloads/list?q=label:MyWords
http://bitcero-modules.googlecode.com/files/rmcommon-akismet-1.0.zip
http://bitcero-modules.googlecode.com/files/rmcommon-gravatar-1.0.zip
http://bitcero-modules.googlecode.com/files/rmcommon-recaptcha-1.0.zip
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